Sky Haiku Examples

Bright stars in the sky
Making wishes everyday
Fall nights upon us

The moon watches me
I count all stars in the sky
Rain, Sun, Moon again

Sun grows temperate
Bright cacophony of day
Will soon fade to fall

In fog, rain and grey
Makes me feel embedded as
My bed won’t let go

Fall in the corner
Galaxy -the lovers meet
Miracle, hap’n’ng

Hawk catches the wind
Flying up into the moon,
Swift and smooth, she soars.

Should we wonder, why?
Seasons come and go - who knows?
Just ask for less snow

Rain drops fall outside
I go dancing in the rain
Smile beautiful rain

Gray sky up above
Raindrops forming in the clouds
A storm is coming

I look up and watch
Summer sky fades into fall
Clouds move over sun.

Days getting cooler
Put away the summer swag
Get ready for fall

The moon makes me think
Look at the sky above me.
I lose track of time.